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unique story based devotions all centered on a quilting theme

offer hope and encouragement to readers ninety devotions

each with a practical quilting tip invite god into every moment

life is a fabric woven together with small moments each day

we drive to work run errands cook meals make phone calls

and everything else in between in the midst of it all god stays

beside us as a partner protector and father in the patchwork

devotional 365 days of encouragement hope inspiration and

humor will tune our souls to god s presence even in the small

things writers include some of today s most dynamic authors

and speakers patsy clairmont natalie grant nicole johnson

carol kent marilyn meberg sandi patty jan silvious luci

swindoll sheila walsh and lisa whelchel if we take the time
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day by day we can come to know the privilege of

experiencing god s love for us in all things we can learn to

see everything big and small through his eyes invite god into

every moment life is a fabric woven together with small

moments each day we drive to work run errands cook meals

make phone calls and everything else in between in the midst

of it all god stays beside us as a partner protector and father

in the patchwork devotional 365 days of encouragement hope

inspiration and humor will tune our souls to godÆs

presenceùeven in the small things writers include some of

todayÆs most dynamic authors and speakers patsy clairmont

natalie grant nicole johnson carol kent marilyn meberg sandi

patty jan silvious luci swindoll sheila walsh and lisa whelchel

if we take the time day by day we can come to know the

privilege of experiencing godÆs love for us in all things we

can learn to see everythingùbig and smallùthrough his eyes

sixty story based devotionals draw encouraging insights from

quilts this follow up to the popular devotional the quilt of life

includes a fact about quilts with each reading the patchwork
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devotionalwhen i visited the alamo i noticed spiritual parallels

and began to put together thoughts which i posted on

facebook after getting positive feedback i began to post some

events people places and biblical truths it was suggested i

put them in book form and make them available to my fb

friends and family it was well received and now it has turned

into this book 180 devotions6x9 hardbackpaperbackebook236

pages receive a 2 amazon gift card send receipt of purchase

for the print version of this book to giftcard lpcbooks com and

receive a 2 amazon gift card the fingers of a quilter stitch

portraits of love with every pull of the thread from the lines of

the pattern to the clip of the final string a quilter stitches

moments in time woven through the intricate quilt blocks

stories of family history and hope for the future turn scraps of

material into memorable tributes in those hours of creation

the quilter ponders life legacy and love as the quilt folds

across the lap of a quilter reflection prayer and quiet

moments resonate a patchwork of promises 30 devotions for

quilters pieces together block by block a thought to ponder
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and a verse to consider gayle ottemiller threads the needle of

christ and pierces the material of your life allowing you to

intertwine a deeper love of god into the quilts you create

inside each devotion is a prayer or a patterned thought as

well as a suggestion to help you make your stitches useful for

the kingdom a patchwork of promises 30 devotions for

quilters will draw you nearer to god as you quilt and tie the

threaded knot tight to the hem of his garment journey through

jesus s last days through eight exquisitely designed quilt

blocks centered around biblical themes as we prepare our

hearts for the joy of easter designed for quilters this lenten

devotional shares our redemption story during one of the

holiest weeks of the year we ll journey each of the days from

palm sunday to easter sunday following jesus from his

entrance into jerusalem through his glorious resurrection each

of the eight days in the devotional include a scripture reading

devotion and reflection space that connect to that day s

theme separate pages have been included to record your

thoughts and thought provoking questions accompany each
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day s reflection beautifully designed quilt blocks tying directly

to that days reading create gorgeous imagery throughout this

stunning book this devotional makes a meaningful gift for

yourself during the lenten season and can be completed

either individually or as part of your quilting guild or sewing

community the book also includes a link to the free download

of the first quilt block creation and information on the holy

week quilt pattern which includes all 8 quilt blocks available

for purchase separately melanie maldonado has taken as

much care in stitching the wording of each devotional

together as she has in creating the quilt that appears on the

cover of this book the twelve designs each contain a biblical

lesson from the fabric of life use it for yourself or better yet

use it with your quilting group travel from creation through

bethlehem through 25 exquisitely designed quilt blocks

centered around biblical themes as you wait in joyful hope for

the birth of our savior designed for quilters this advent

devotional shares our salvation story from the very beginning

of time through christ s birth each of the 25 days in the
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devotional include a scripture reading devotion and reflection

space that connect to that day s theme beautifully designed

quilt blocks tying directly to that days reading create

gorgeous imagery throughout this stunning book this

devotional makes a meaningful gift for yourself during the

advent season and can be completed either individually or as

part of your quilting guild or sewing community heart touching

stories themed around 12 beloved quilt patterns offer comfort

and inspiration to readers quilters understand with every

stitch how god can make even scraps wonderfully new and

striking with a little time imagination and love in these

touching books mary tatem pieces together spiritual insights

and stories of quilters into devotionals that feature some of

the most beloved and recognizable quilt patterns in america

readers will discover the historical background of each

pattern and be enchanted by the spiritual reflections on joy

faith creativity gratitude patience hope and more

encouragement inspiration and celebration as well as some

great stories await readers as they discover that in god s
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design even the smallest scraps or most frayed fragments

can be fashioned into something new complete comfort giving

and beautiful a commonplace book prose and verse original

and selected after the norman conquest women and the

lower classes became the primary audiences for english as

opposed to latin or french literature among the works written

for female audiences are the hitherto neglected ab texts three

female saints lives a tract on virginity a homily and a guide

for anchoresses in this lucid innovative study elizabeth

robertson shows that the ab texts were written in an effective

experiential style that distinguished them from other spiritual

works of the period key characteristics of this special style

nonteleological structre pervasive use of concrete imagery

and thematic focus on the female body have been viewed by

some as hallmarks of women s writing more generally

combining feminist theory with critical skill and an impressive

command of old and middle english materials the author

argues to the contrary that in the thirteenth century england

this style was created by educated male writers in accord
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with their beliefs about nature and needs of marginal social

groups beginning with the history and motivations of female

anchorites and surveying medieval philosophy and theology

in relation to gender theory this book offers the first

comprehensive analysis of the ab texts and then details their

debt to earlier english vernacular works and to the continental

theological movements that increasingly emphasized physical

experience and matter the result is an exciting learned

account of the feminization of early english prose this book is

the first to focus on material visualities of bhakti imagery that

inspire shape convey and expand both the visual practices of

devotional communities as well as possibilities for extending

the reach of devotion in society in new and often unexpected

ways communities of interpreters of bhakti images discussed

in this book include not only a number of distinctive hindu

bhakti groups but also artisans diaspora women south asian

sufis businessmen dancers and filmmakers this book s

identification of devotional practices of looking such as

materializing memory mirroring and immaterializing portraits
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and shaping the return look connect material and visual

cultures as well as illustrate modes of established and

experimental image usage bhakti is one of the most studied

aspects of indic devotionalism on account of its expression

through emotive poetry song and vivid hagiographies of

saints the diverse devotional visualities analyzed in this book

meaningfully circulate bhakti images in past and present

generating their renewed relationship to contemporary

concerns secular and sacred ancient and new words for

contemplation and inspiration to act in defense of the earth

our planet our home is in crisis plain and simple and this

collection of quotes poems essays and prayers will inspire all

to actively reverse the man made causes of global warming

stem the tide of environmental destruction and reconnect to

the good earth short essays of topical interest introduce each

of the eight sections of this book and the 250 voices inside

most of them contemporary began to harmonize together as

they seem to call out for their own canonical structure one

bounded by the ancient elements earth air fire water this
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collection of voices is like a green book of devotional hours

reminiscent of the books of hours medieval people used to

hold in their palms and like that medieval book the green

devotional reminds us that we are connected to something

broader and wiser than ourselves including selections from

rachel carson cornel west bill mckibben alice walker sue

monk kidd dean koontz barbara kingsolver daniel pinchbeck

arundhati roy and many others the green devotional ends

with a section of closing prayers that prepare us not just to

go to sleep but to rest up for another day of passionate

action essays exploring the great religious and devotional

works of the middle ages in their manuscript and other

contexts in a cup of comfort devotional 366 entries provide a

daily dose of comfort strength and inspiration the perfect

bedside companion to be read in the morning or evening this

magnificent work is the first of its kind to combine biblical

passages and commentary with a dozen touching heartfelt

stories that have become the hallmark of a cup of comfort

readers will cherish stories of jesus entering into everyday life
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such as ul a young woman traumatized during her first

helicopter ride says the lord s prayer and finds herself in awe

as she looks down on god s creation a woman finds out

through a co worker that jesus can meet her right in the midst

of her depression a mother learns an unforgettable lesson of

faith when a doll representing the baby jesus in her outdoor

nativity scene is stolen with entries linked to the holidays and

seasons a cup of comfort devotional brightens every day of

the year deepening our joys and sustaining us through the

darker times devotional inspiration especially for kindred

spirits the anne of green gables devotional offers lovely

inspiration that explores the theme of god s love and

faithfulness through the pages of the classic l m montgomery

novel cherished by generations of readers each reading

corresponds with a chapter from the book and invites you to

embrace god s redemptive plans for your life as his very own

adopted daughter in christ this beautiful 40 day devotional

includes original artwork throughout and each reading

includes examples from the novel scripture life application
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prayers and discussion questions perfect for groups book

clubs or personal reflection it s perfect as a personal read or

gift for a bosom friend this volume introduces an original

philosophy of jewish religious thinking as devotional

intelligence it establishes the intellectual warrant of such

thinking in light of two related principles relativity v

intelligence the metaphysical principle that knowing is of

being and the normative principle of sacral attunement step

up to god s call every day you were created to help build god

s kingdom by walking in victory and faith you can make a

lasting impact on your family your community and your

country this 90 day devotional will challenge you to apply

discipleship skills and a leadership mind set to all areas of life

dr evans brings his insights stories and wise counsel to clear

obstacles in your path leading you to the abundant life and

lasting influence you long for replace helplessness boredom

and regret with vibrancy power and joy use the kingdom men

rising devotional and take steps in your faith to become the

powerful man of god you were made to be one of called
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magazine s favorite fall releases when was the last time you

took a break to experience god s love to experience

something is to live it to encounter it to understand it to

explore with our hearts minds and souls as well as with the

five physical senses and our god given spiritual ones every

action we do with and for god every good day and bad day

we walk hand in hand with god experiencing him

experiencing god s love takes time love unfurls its blossoms

in our lives when we concentrate all of our senses on the

small gifts we pass by every day time slows and we finally

get to hear god s beautiful background hum to our lives the

one year experiencing god s love devotional helps you

intentionally carve out those moments in your day to savor

god and his love for you the interdisciplinary volume

devotional interaction in medieval england and its afterlives

examines the interaction between medieval english

worshippers and the material objects of their devotion with

chapters that extend the temporality of objects and buildings

beyond the middle ages the fifth installment of the bestselling
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intellectual devotional series features 365 captivating entries

about the most celebrated personalities in history like its

compulsively readable predecessors the intellectual

devotional biographies is organized into seven categories one

for each day of the week with their trademark wit and style

authors david kidder and noah oppenheim offer an array of

fascinating facts about major figures from atilla the hun to

desmond tutu in this daily devotional you will learn about

authors and artists from homer and ovid to oscar wilde and

virginia woolf leaders such as queen elizabeth i abraham

lincoln susan b anthony and napoleon bonaparte innovators

from johannes gutenberg to isaac newton to werner

heisenberg philosophers including socrates epicurus friedrich

nietzsche and jean paul sartre rebels and reformers from joan

of arc and spartacus to galileo and che guevara preachers

and prophets including lao tzu john the baptist martin luther

and gandhi villains such as benedict arnold genghis khan

ivan the terrible and jack the ripper this volume shares the

personal histories accomplishments and troubles of 365
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people who have left an indelible mark on the world as i sit

down to write a second devotional book my goal is to provide

encouragement for living the kingdom of god in the here and

now i would also like to challenge us stretch us and comfort

us i say us because i am a fellow traveler on this journey of

faith i have had many of the same struggles disappointments

and failures and also have been refreshed by the exuberant

grace of our god jesus said the way to life is narrow he did

not mean exclusive or difficult he meant that people don t

want to be students for those willing to make the effort they

will discover his yoke is easy and his burden is light those

who think it hard have looked at jesus from too far a distance

i love this quote from g k chesterton christianity has not been

tried and found wanting it has been found difficult and not

tried this book reveals the importance of sung refrains in the

musical lives of religious communities in medieval europe

renew your sense of wonder refresh your education learn and

grow with christian thought leaders including dallas willard

john eldredge michael behe frederica matthews green darrell
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bock william lane craig r c sproul randy alcorn j p moreland

kelly monroe kullberg and lael arrington offer a daily guided

tour through many of the paintings laboratories rock arenas

great books mass movements and private lives that have

shaped the ways in which we think and live this cultural

devotional will inspire us to go beyond critique to creativity as

we make something true good and beautiful of the lives and

the world god has given us explore significant ideas people

and events from a christian worldview in a format that fits

your busy life a faith and culture devotional will help bridge

the artificial gap between learning truth and loving god

inspiring you with the wonder at the genius power and beauty

of jesus christ my thoughts were when i discovered that i had

add well my life is mostly over and now i find out that i have

add what could i have accomplished had i known about it

when i was younger and could have possibly made the right

adjustments to succeed where instead i merely stumbled a

question yet that question like any other question is

something you don t sit on because if you do you really don t
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want the answer you want to wallow in self pity but if one

pursues it even when some aspects of it appear to be at

least in our lifetime unanswerable one pursues their life

answers will come and sometimes they will come in

unexpected ways that words can t quite express yet our

hearts can feel those answers and they can take you to

places that you never thought you could ever go to if your

heart is touched and if you keep on following forward you ll

indeed find yourself in places that you would have never

thought of but please don t stop that s the purpose of this

book a devotional for the depressed and the insane we get

stuck i believe that a great deal of humanity me included just

give up we settle but what if we re not meant to settle to give

up then maybe we were meant to live to really live to our

dying breath and maybe even beyond that who knows if we

re not supposed to surrender ourselves to the well that s just

the way it is mentality then for sure we stand a chance of

finding ourselves depressed and maybe a little insane if we

do surrender this book is for whoever picks it up this book is
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for whoever is struggling each day a moment to read and

then answer a question or two just for yourself write them

down in the notes thoughts part if you want to it will become

your book if you pursue those questions and those answers it

will become a chronicle of your journey your adventure no

longer a devotional but your story the devotional will become

a story about you from new york times bestselling authors

timothy keller and kathy keller comes a gorgeously packaged

daily devotional that takes us on year long journey into

discovering the meaning of marriage marriage is the most

profound human relationship there is coming to know and

love your spouse is one of the most rewarding and wondrous

things we can experience in life but it is also one of the most

difficult and painful in this 365 day devotional timothy keller

and his wife of forty three years kathy keller share powerful

instructions on how to have a successful marriage the kellers

draw from and expand upon lessons they first introduced in

their book the meaning of marriage offering stories daily

scriptures and prayer prompts that will inspire anyone who
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wants to know god and love more deeply in this life this book

examines the wide range of multilingual devotional

performances engaged in by young muslims in the uk today it

evaluates the contemporary mosque school in the uk and

contrasts this with practices from the past and with prevailing

discourses both political and other which suggest that such

institutions are problematic it also challenges the highly

politicised and mediatised discourse which suggests that

linguistic diversity presents a threat to the privileging of

monolingualism in the uk finally it argues for the usefulness of

the term ultralingual when analysing the multilingual

devotional language performances of these young people

challenges are part of everyone s life no matter what one s

age color creed or status in life is storms will appear the good

news is that as believers in god we are not alone he

promises to never leave or forsake us through the storm is a

thirty day devotional that helps lift your spirit and remind you

that storms don t last always that the sun will shine again in

your life dell staggers has been in ministry for more than 15
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years dell is a graduate of luther college he also received a

masters from drake university and a masters from the

university of scranton he is a former school teacher and

youth pastor the staggers have 3 beautiful children david

daniel and faith and they currently reside just outside of

dallas tx experience an intimate connection to your heavenly

father with the daily wisdom for women devotional collection

featuring a powerful devotional reading and prayer for every

day of 2016 this beautiful volume provides inspiration and

encouragement for your soul enhance your spiritual journey

with the refreshing readings and come to know just how

deeply and tenderly god loves you at once historically and

theoretically informed these essays invite the reader to think

of religion dynamically reconsidering american religious

history in terms of practices that are linked to specific social

contexts the point of departure is the concept of lived religion

discussing such topics as gift exchange cremation hymn

singing and women s spirituality a group of leading

sociologists and historians of religion explore the many facets
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of how people carry out their religious beliefs on a daily basis

as david hall notes in his introduction a history of practices

encompasses the tensions the ongoing struggle of definition

that are constituted within every religious tradition and that

are always present in how people choose to act practice thus

suggests that any synthesis is provisional the volume opens

with two essays by robert orsi and danièle hervieu léger that

offer an overview of the rapidly growing study of lived religion

with hervieu léger using the catholic charismatic renewal

movement in france as a window through which to explore

the coexistence of regulation and spontaneity within religious

practice anne s brown and david d hall examine family

strategies and church membership in early new england leigh

eric schmidt looks at the complex meanings of gift giving in

america stephen prothero writes about the cremation

movement in the late nineteenth century in an essay on the

narrative structure of mrs cowman s streams in the desert

cheryl forbes considers the devotional lives of everyday

women michael mcnally uses the practice of hymn singing
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among the ojibwa to reexamine the categories of native and

christian religion in essays centering on domestic life rebecca

kneale gould investigates modern homesteading as lived

religion while r marie griffith treats home oriented spirituality

in the women s aglow fellowship in golden rule christianity

nancy ammerman talks about lived religion in the american

mainstream a year s worth of daily readings from the secular

arena provides subject matter for intellectual growth and

advancement in a volume that features passages from the

rich annals of american history capturing pivotal events

biographical profiles and words of wisdom from such

important figures as thomas jefferson ben franklin and martin

luther king jr among others 250 000 first printing dr sheror

caton moore is unique among writers her mastery of the art

of storytelling blended together with her deep south charm

and humor make everything she pens a delight to read dr

moore understands the importance of the lessons learned in

the past and their timeless meaning for the future her rock

solid belief in the value of faith and the teachings of the bible
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is unmistakable the things contained in grandmother s

patchwork and crazy quilts are not just entertaining they are

powerful the best way to enjoy this wonderful book is to take

your time reading sensing feeling smelling laughing crying

and fully absorbing both the humor and depth of her

remembrances you will find yourself repeating the things you

read in this book in both daily conversations as well as in

those unexpected teachable moment opportunities that

sometimes come our way mark nichols sims pastor and

author other works by dr sheror caton moore include

treasures in an alabama attic and only the ice cream shows



The Quilt of Life 2000

unique story based devotions all centered on a quilting theme

offer hope and encouragement to readers ninety devotions

each with a practical quilting tip

Patchwork Devotional 2010-10-11

invite god into every moment life is a fabric woven together

with small moments each day we drive to work run errands

cook meals make phone calls and everything else in between

in the midst of it all god stays beside us as a partner

protector and father in the patchwork devotional 365 days of

encouragement hope inspiration and humor will tune our

souls to god s presence even in the small things writers

include some of today s most dynamic authors and speakers

patsy clairmont natalie grant nicole johnson carol kent marilyn

meberg sandi patty jan silvious luci swindoll sheila walsh and

lisa whelchel if we take the time day by day we can come to

know the privilege of experiencing god s love for us in all



things we can learn to see everything big and small through

his eyes

Patchwork Devotional 2010-10-11

invite god into every moment life is a fabric woven together

with small moments each day we drive to work run errands

cook meals make phone calls and everything else in between

in the midst of it all god stays beside us as a partner

protector and father in the patchwork devotional 365 days of

encouragement hope inspiration and humor will tune our

souls to godÆs presenceùeven in the small things writers

include some of todayÆs most dynamic authors and

speakers patsy clairmont natalie grant nicole johnson carol

kent marilyn meberg sandi patty jan silvious luci swindoll

sheila walsh and lisa whelchel if we take the time day by day

we can come to know the privilege of experiencing godÆs

love for us in all things we can learn to see everythingùbig

and smallùthrough his eyes



The Quilt of Hope 2006

sixty story based devotionals draw encouraging insights from

quilts this follow up to the popular devotional the quilt of life

includes a fact about quilts with each reading

The Patchwork Devotional 2022-01-09

the patchwork devotionalwhen i visited the alamo i noticed

spiritual parallels and began to put together thoughts which i

posted on facebook after getting positive feedback i began to

post some events people places and biblical truths it was

suggested i put them in book form and make them available

to my fb friends and family it was well received and now it

has turned into this book 180 devotions6x9

hardbackpaperbackebook236 pages

A Patchwork of Promises 2015-09-25

receive a 2 amazon gift card send receipt of purchase for the



print version of this book to giftcard lpcbooks com and

receive a 2 amazon gift card the fingers of a quilter stitch

portraits of love with every pull of the thread from the lines of

the pattern to the clip of the final string a quilter stitches

moments in time woven through the intricate quilt blocks

stories of family history and hope for the future turn scraps of

material into memorable tributes in those hours of creation

the quilter ponders life legacy and love as the quilt folds

across the lap of a quilter reflection prayer and quiet

moments resonate a patchwork of promises 30 devotions for

quilters pieces together block by block a thought to ponder

and a verse to consider gayle ottemiller threads the needle of

christ and pierces the material of your life allowing you to

intertwine a deeper love of god into the quilts you create

inside each devotion is a prayer or a patterned thought as

well as a suggestion to help you make your stitches useful for

the kingdom a patchwork of promises 30 devotions for

quilters will draw you nearer to god as you quilt and tie the

threaded knot tight to the hem of his garment



Patchwork of Redemption 2022-04-07

journey through jesus s last days through eight exquisitely

designed quilt blocks centered around biblical themes as we

prepare our hearts for the joy of easter designed for quilters

this lenten devotional shares our redemption story during one

of the holiest weeks of the year we ll journey each of the

days from palm sunday to easter sunday following jesus from

his entrance into jerusalem through his glorious resurrection

each of the eight days in the devotional include a scripture

reading devotion and reflection space that connect to that day

s theme separate pages have been included to record your

thoughts and thought provoking questions accompany each

day s reflection beautifully designed quilt blocks tying directly

to that days reading create gorgeous imagery throughout this

stunning book this devotional makes a meaningful gift for

yourself during the lenten season and can be completed

either individually or as part of your quilting guild or sewing

community the book also includes a link to the free download



of the first quilt block creation and information on the holy

week quilt pattern which includes all 8 quilt blocks available

for purchase separately

Devotions for Quilters - Quilting for Jesus

2014-09-09

melanie maldonado has taken as much care in stitching the

wording of each devotional together as she has in creating

the quilt that appears on the cover of this book the twelve

designs each contain a biblical lesson from the fabric of life

use it for yourself or better yet use it with your quilting group

Patchwork of Salvation 2021-07-26

travel from creation through bethlehem through 25 exquisitely

designed quilt blocks centered around biblical themes as you

wait in joyful hope for the birth of our savior designed for

quilters this advent devotional shares our salvation story from

the very beginning of time through christ s birth each of the



25 days in the devotional include a scripture reading devotion

and reflection space that connect to that day s theme

beautifully designed quilt blocks tying directly to that days

reading create gorgeous imagery throughout this stunning

book this devotional makes a meaningful gift for yourself

during the advent season and can be completed either

individually or as part of your quilting guild or sewing

community

Quilt of Joy 2010-06

heart touching stories themed around 12 beloved quilt

patterns offer comfort and inspiration to readers

Quilt of Faith 2010-06-01

quilters understand with every stitch how god can make even

scraps wonderfully new and striking with a little time

imagination and love in these touching books mary tatem

pieces together spiritual insights and stories of quilters into



devotionals that feature some of the most beloved and

recognizable quilt patterns in america readers will discover

the historical background of each pattern and be enchanted

by the spiritual reflections on joy faith creativity gratitude

patience hope and more encouragement inspiration and

celebration as well as some great stories await readers as

they discover that in god s design even the smallest scraps

or most frayed fragments can be fashioned into something

new complete comfort giving and beautiful

Patchwork 1879

a commonplace book prose and verse original and selected

Early English Devotional Prose and the

Female Audience 1990

after the norman conquest women and the lower classes

became the primary audiences for english as opposed to latin

or french literature among the works written for female



audiences are the hitherto neglected ab texts three female

saints lives a tract on virginity a homily and a guide for

anchoresses in this lucid innovative study elizabeth robertson

shows that the ab texts were written in an effective

experiential style that distinguished them from other spiritual

works of the period key characteristics of this special style

nonteleological structre pervasive use of concrete imagery

and thematic focus on the female body have been viewed by

some as hallmarks of women s writing more generally

combining feminist theory with critical skill and an impressive

command of old and middle english materials the author

argues to the contrary that in the thirteenth century england

this style was created by educated male writers in accord

with their beliefs about nature and needs of marginal social

groups beginning with the history and motivations of female

anchorites and surveying medieval philosophy and theology

in relation to gender theory this book offers the first

comprehensive analysis of the ab texts and then details their

debt to earlier english vernacular works and to the continental



theological movements that increasingly emphasized physical

experience and matter the result is an exciting learned

account of the feminization of early english prose

Devotional Visualities 2023-09-21

this book is the first to focus on material visualities of bhakti

imagery that inspire shape convey and expand both the

visual practices of devotional communities as well as

possibilities for extending the reach of devotion in society in

new and often unexpected ways communities of interpreters

of bhakti images discussed in this book include not only a

number of distinctive hindu bhakti groups but also artisans

diaspora women south asian sufis businessmen dancers and

filmmakers this book s identification of devotional practices of

looking such as materializing memory mirroring and

immaterializing portraits and shaping the return look connect

material and visual cultures as well as illustrate modes of

established and experimental image usage bhakti is one of

the most studied aspects of indic devotionalism on account of



its expression through emotive poetry song and vivid

hagiographies of saints the diverse devotional visualities

analyzed in this book meaningfully circulate bhakti images in

past and present generating their renewed relationship to

contemporary concerns

Morning Sunlight. Devotional Readings

for a Year 1896

secular and sacred ancient and new words for contemplation

and inspiration to act in defense of the earth our planet our

home is in crisis plain and simple and this collection of

quotes poems essays and prayers will inspire all to actively

reverse the man made causes of global warming stem the

tide of environmental destruction and reconnect to the good

earth short essays of topical interest introduce each of the

eight sections of this book and the 250 voices inside most of

them contemporary began to harmonize together as they

seem to call out for their own canonical structure one



bounded by the ancient elements earth air fire water this

collection of voices is like a green book of devotional hours

reminiscent of the books of hours medieval people used to

hold in their palms and like that medieval book the green

devotional reminds us that we are connected to something

broader and wiser than ourselves including selections from

rachel carson cornel west bill mckibben alice walker sue

monk kidd dean koontz barbara kingsolver daniel pinchbeck

arundhati roy and many others the green devotional ends

with a section of closing prayers that prepare us not just to

go to sleep but to rest up for another day of passionate

action

The Green Devotional 2010-01-01

essays exploring the great religious and devotional works of

the middle ages in their manuscript and other contexts



Manuscript Culture and Medieval

Devotional Traditions 2021

in a cup of comfort devotional 366 entries provide a daily

dose of comfort strength and inspiration the perfect bedside

companion to be read in the morning or evening this

magnificent work is the first of its kind to combine biblical

passages and commentary with a dozen touching heartfelt

stories that have become the hallmark of a cup of comfort

readers will cherish stories of jesus entering into everyday life

such as ul a young woman traumatized during her first

helicopter ride says the lord s prayer and finds herself in awe

as she looks down on god s creation a woman finds out

through a co worker that jesus can meet her right in the midst

of her depression a mother learns an unforgettable lesson of

faith when a doll representing the baby jesus in her outdoor

nativity scene is stolen with entries linked to the holidays and

seasons a cup of comfort devotional brightens every day of

the year deepening our joys and sustaining us through the



darker times

A Cup of Comfort Devotional

2007-08-01

devotional inspiration especially for kindred spirits the anne of

green gables devotional offers lovely inspiration that explores

the theme of god s love and faithfulness through the pages of

the classic l m montgomery novel cherished by generations

of readers each reading corresponds with a chapter from the

book and invites you to embrace god s redemptive plans for

your life as his very own adopted daughter in christ this

beautiful 40 day devotional includes original artwork

throughout and each reading includes examples from the

novel scripture life application prayers and discussion

questions perfect for groups book clubs or personal reflection

it s perfect as a personal read or gift for a bosom friend



The Anne of Green Gables Devotional

2021-08-02

this volume introduces an original philosophy of jewish

religious thinking as devotional intelligence it establishes the

intellectual warrant of such thinking in light of two related

principles relativity v intelligence the metaphysical principle

that knowing is of being and the normative principle of sacral

attunement

Devotional Intelligence and Jewish

Religious Thinking 2019-07-05

step up to god s call every day you were created to help

build god s kingdom by walking in victory and faith you can

make a lasting impact on your family your community and

your country this 90 day devotional will challenge you to

apply discipleship skills and a leadership mind set to all areas

of life dr evans brings his insights stories and wise counsel to



clear obstacles in your path leading you to the abundant life

and lasting influence you long for replace helplessness

boredom and regret with vibrancy power and joy use the

kingdom men rising devotional and take steps in your faith to

become the powerful man of god you were made to be

Kingdom Men Rising Devotional

2021-11-16

one of called magazine s favorite fall releases when was the

last time you took a break to experience god s love to

experience something is to live it to encounter it to

understand it to explore with our hearts minds and souls as

well as with the five physical senses and our god given

spiritual ones every action we do with and for god every good

day and bad day we walk hand in hand with god

experiencing him experiencing god s love takes time love

unfurls its blossoms in our lives when we concentrate all of

our senses on the small gifts we pass by every day time



slows and we finally get to hear god s beautiful background

hum to our lives the one year experiencing god s love

devotional helps you intentionally carve out those moments in

your day to savor god and his love for you

The One Year Experiencing God's Love

Devotional 2017-10-03

the interdisciplinary volume devotional interaction in medieval

england and its afterlives examines the interaction between

medieval english worshippers and the material objects of their

devotion with chapters that extend the temporality of objects

and buildings beyond the middle ages

Devotional Interaction in Medieval

England and its Afterlives 2018-06-05

the fifth installment of the bestselling intellectual devotional

series features 365 captivating entries about the most



celebrated personalities in history like its compulsively

readable predecessors the intellectual devotional biographies

is organized into seven categories one for each day of the

week with their trademark wit and style authors david kidder

and noah oppenheim offer an array of fascinating facts about

major figures from atilla the hun to desmond tutu in this daily

devotional you will learn about authors and artists from homer

and ovid to oscar wilde and virginia woolf leaders such as

queen elizabeth i abraham lincoln susan b anthony and

napoleon bonaparte innovators from johannes gutenberg to

isaac newton to werner heisenberg philosophers including

socrates epicurus friedrich nietzsche and jean paul sartre

rebels and reformers from joan of arc and spartacus to

galileo and che guevara preachers and prophets including lao

tzu john the baptist martin luther and gandhi villains such as

benedict arnold genghis khan ivan the terrible and jack the

ripper this volume shares the personal histories

accomplishments and troubles of 365 people who have left

an indelible mark on the world



The Intellectual Devotional: Biographies

2010-05-11

as i sit down to write a second devotional book my goal is to

provide encouragement for living the kingdom of god in the

here and now i would also like to challenge us stretch us and

comfort us i say us because i am a fellow traveler on this

journey of faith i have had many of the same struggles

disappointments and failures and also have been refreshed

by the exuberant grace of our god jesus said the way to life

is narrow he did not mean exclusive or difficult he meant that

people don t want to be students for those willing to make the

effort they will discover his yoke is easy and his burden is

light those who think it hard have looked at jesus from too far

a distance i love this quote from g k chesterton christianity

has not been tried and found wanting it has been found

difficult and not tried



Fields of Grace ~ Devotional Thoughts

2013-11-04

this book reveals the importance of sung refrains in the

musical lives of religious communities in medieval europe

Devotional Refrains in Medieval Latin

Song 2022-03-31

renew your sense of wonder refresh your education learn and

grow with christian thought leaders including dallas willard

john eldredge michael behe frederica matthews green darrell

bock william lane craig r c sproul randy alcorn j p moreland

kelly monroe kullberg and lael arrington offer a daily guided

tour through many of the paintings laboratories rock arenas

great books mass movements and private lives that have

shaped the ways in which we think and live this cultural

devotional will inspire us to go beyond critique to creativity as

we make something true good and beautiful of the lives and



the world god has given us explore significant ideas people

and events from a christian worldview in a format that fits

your busy life a faith and culture devotional will help bridge

the artificial gap between learning truth and loving god

inspiring you with the wonder at the genius power and beauty

of jesus christ

A Faith and Culture Devotional

2008-12-09

my thoughts were when i discovered that i had add well my

life is mostly over and now i find out that i have add what

could i have accomplished had i known about it when i was

younger and could have possibly made the right adjustments

to succeed where instead i merely stumbled a question yet

that question like any other question is something you don t

sit on because if you do you really don t want the answer you

want to wallow in self pity but if one pursues it even when

some aspects of it appear to be at least in our lifetime



unanswerable one pursues their life answers will come and

sometimes they will come in unexpected ways that words can

t quite express yet our hearts can feel those answers and

they can take you to places that you never thought you could

ever go to if your heart is touched and if you keep on

following forward you ll indeed find yourself in places that you

would have never thought of but please don t stop that s the

purpose of this book a devotional for the depressed and the

insane we get stuck i believe that a great deal of humanity

me included just give up we settle but what if we re not

meant to settle to give up then maybe we were meant to live

to really live to our dying breath and maybe even beyond that

who knows if we re not supposed to surrender ourselves to

the well that s just the way it is mentality then for sure we

stand a chance of finding ourselves depressed and maybe a

little insane if we do surrender this book is for whoever picks

it up this book is for whoever is struggling each day a

moment to read and then answer a question or two just for

yourself write them down in the notes thoughts part if you



want to it will become your book if you pursue those

questions and those answers it will become a chronicle of

your journey your adventure no longer a devotional but your

story the devotional will become a story about you

A Devotional for the Depressed and the

Insane 2011-08-18

from new york times bestselling authors timothy keller and

kathy keller comes a gorgeously packaged daily devotional

that takes us on year long journey into discovering the

meaning of marriage marriage is the most profound human

relationship there is coming to know and love your spouse is

one of the most rewarding and wondrous things we can

experience in life but it is also one of the most difficult and

painful in this 365 day devotional timothy keller and his wife

of forty three years kathy keller share powerful instructions on

how to have a successful marriage the kellers draw from and

expand upon lessons they first introduced in their book the



meaning of marriage offering stories daily scriptures and

prayer prompts that will inspire anyone who wants to know

god and love more deeply in this life

The Meaning of Marriage: A Couple's

Devotional 2019-11-05

this book examines the wide range of multilingual devotional

performances engaged in by young muslims in the uk today it

evaluates the contemporary mosque school in the uk and

contrasts this with practices from the past and with prevailing

discourses both political and other which suggest that such

institutions are problematic it also challenges the highly

politicised and mediatised discourse which suggests that

linguistic diversity presents a threat to the privileging of

monolingualism in the uk finally it argues for the usefulness of

the term ultralingual when analysing the multilingual

devotional language performances of these young people



The Performance of Multilingual and

‘Ultralingual’ Devotional Practices by

Young British Muslims 2021-03-24

challenges are part of everyone s life no matter what one s

age color creed or status in life is storms will appear the good

news is that as believers in god we are not alone he

promises to never leave or forsake us through the storm is a

thirty day devotional that helps lift your spirit and remind you

that storms don t last always that the sun will shine again in

your life dell staggers has been in ministry for more than 15

years dell is a graduate of luther college he also received a

masters from drake university and a masters from the

university of scranton he is a former school teacher and

youth pastor the staggers have 3 beautiful children david

daniel and faith and they currently reside just outside of

dallas tx



Through the Storm: Adults, 30-Day

Devotional 2014-07-01

experience an intimate connection to your heavenly father

with the daily wisdom for women devotional collection

featuring a powerful devotional reading and prayer for every

day of 2016 this beautiful volume provides inspiration and

encouragement for your soul enhance your spiritual journey

with the refreshing readings and come to know just how

deeply and tenderly god loves you

Daily Wisdom for Women 2016

Devotional Collection 2015-10-01

at once historically and theoretically informed these essays

invite the reader to think of religion dynamically reconsidering

american religious history in terms of practices that are linked

to specific social contexts the point of departure is the

concept of lived religion discussing such topics as gift



exchange cremation hymn singing and women s spirituality a

group of leading sociologists and historians of religion explore

the many facets of how people carry out their religious beliefs

on a daily basis as david hall notes in his introduction a

history of practices encompasses the tensions the ongoing

struggle of definition that are constituted within every religious

tradition and that are always present in how people choose to

act practice thus suggests that any synthesis is provisional

the volume opens with two essays by robert orsi and danièle

hervieu léger that offer an overview of the rapidly growing

study of lived religion with hervieu léger using the catholic

charismatic renewal movement in france as a window through

which to explore the coexistence of regulation and

spontaneity within religious practice anne s brown and david

d hall examine family strategies and church membership in

early new england leigh eric schmidt looks at the complex

meanings of gift giving in america stephen prothero writes

about the cremation movement in the late nineteenth century

in an essay on the narrative structure of mrs cowman s



streams in the desert cheryl forbes considers the devotional

lives of everyday women michael mcnally uses the practice of

hymn singing among the ojibwa to reexamine the categories

of native and christian religion in essays centering on

domestic life rebecca kneale gould investigates modern

homesteading as lived religion while r marie griffith treats

home oriented spirituality in the women s aglow fellowship in

golden rule christianity nancy ammerman talks about lived

religion in the american mainstream

Morning communings with God, or

Devotional meditations for every day in

the year, tr. by W. Johnstone 1830

a year s worth of daily readings from the secular arena

provides subject matter for intellectual growth and

advancement in a volume that features passages from the

rich annals of american history capturing pivotal events

biographical profiles and words of wisdom from such



important figures as thomas jefferson ben franklin and martin

luther king jr among others 250 000 first printing

Daily Worship; ... A Chronological and

Devotional Arrangement of the Scriptures

... with Notes and Reflections. Vol. 1.

Jan.-Apr 1859

dr sheror caton moore is unique among writers her mastery

of the art of storytelling blended together with her deep south

charm and humor make everything she pens a delight to read

dr moore understands the importance of the lessons learned

in the past and their timeless meaning for the future her rock

solid belief in the value of faith and the teachings of the bible

is unmistakable the things contained in grandmother s

patchwork and crazy quilts are not just entertaining they are

powerful the best way to enjoy this wonderful book is to take

your time reading sensing feeling smelling laughing crying



and fully absorbing both the humor and depth of her

remembrances you will find yourself repeating the things you

read in this book in both daily conversations as well as in

those unexpected teachable moment opportunities that

sometimes come our way mark nichols sims pastor and

author other works by dr sheror caton moore include

treasures in an alabama attic and only the ice cream shows

Morning Communings with God; Or,

Devotional Meditations for Every Day in

the Year. Translated from the German by

William Johnstone 1830

Lived Religion in America 2020-09-01



Forthcoming Books 2000-06

The Intellectual Devotional: American

History 2007-10-16

Grandmother's Patchwork and Crazy

Quilts 2012-06

"Patchwork," Embroidered with Wit,

Whim, and Fancy 1858
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